ADVANCED TRAUMA TRAINING

STEP PATHWAY
A GUIDE FOR YOU TO CREATE INCREDIBLE
TRANSFORMATIONAL RESULTS WITH YOUR
CLIENTS BY RECODING & REWIRING THEIR
BRAINS IN ONLY A FEW SESSIONS.
by Yildiz Sethi B.Ed, B.Sc, MA. Counselling, Dip NLP,
Dip Hyp | Founder EMI™, RCS™

Helping Therapists, Coaches, Personal Development Practitioners
with a Systemic Skill-Set to Transform Trauma, Relationships, &
Overcome Limitations of all kinds with your clients, as proven by
cutting edge Neuroscience to deeply recode the brain, avoiding retraumatisation for your clients, avoiding frustration and burnout,
creating the business of your dreams, so you can create a life you
LOVE!
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Coaches and Personal
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lives fully, being free to be
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ARE YOU COMMITED TO BEING AN EXCEPTIONAL
THERAPIST OR COACH?
Fast results specialising in complex, long-standing trauma

The Trauma Mastery Growth
Index
Advanced Trauma Recovery Specialist

100% ready
Able to resolve trauma fast,
gently and reliably with your
clients
Research Trauma
approaches that
have been tried,
tested & proven by
neuroscience

80% ready
60% ready

feeling frustrated &
stuck with current
approaches not
creating any shift

40% ready

20% ready
resistant to change,
seeks long-term therapy.
Believes full recovery
NOT possible
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believe that trauma
recovery is possible,
and you can learn a
gentle, deep process
to create incredible
results with your
clients

developing
curiosity about
what could be
possible

0% Ready
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ARE YOU PASSIONATE ABOUT
BECOMING A MASTER TRAUMA
THERAPIST?
Lets look at the missing pieces that may be stopping you from enjoying the skills
and confidence you will gain from being able to facilitate transformations on a
daily basis in really making a difference to people who really need help in trauma
recovery.
Rate yourself on each of the following between 0-10
1. Your own personal sense of worth.
2. Your lack of effective knowledge and skills
3. Your fear of change
4. Your lack of experience of success in your work.
TRAUMA
INFORME
D
PRACTICE

APPROACH

YOUR
PROCESS FOR
WORKING
WITH TRAUMA

HOW YOU
PROCESS
TRAUMA

HOW
MANY
SESSIONS
NEEDED?

OUTCOME

Counselling
Focus on telling
the trauma
story
Focus on
expressing
emotions
Focus on
managing
symptoms
Somatic
Therapy
Hypnotherapy
Psychotherapy
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In the above table were you

THE SYSTEMIC SKILL-SET

were able to answer each
question with surety that your
method produces trauma
recovery in only a few
sessions?
Including complex PTSD and
sexual abuse trauma
recovery?
With no recurring symptoms?

The importance of
accessing
memories
Trauma is stored in neural
pathways, so in order to
resolve trauma, it is essential
to have a method to quickly
and accurately access
different memory types
associated with the trauma
for effective treatment, this
includes unconscious,
conscious, subconscious, &
systemic traumas. Using our
tried, tested & proven
methods allow this to happen
gently, fast and deeply.
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ADVANCED TRAUMA RECOVERY

if you are just beginning your Trauma Specialist
journey, and are wanting to GROW your skills and your
business, you will need to understand what's missing

Challenges

Benefits

❌ Accepting current medical

✅ Leverage the latest

paradigms that trauma

insights of Neuro-Science

recovery isn't possible
✅ Become a confident &

❌ Limited results with

effective Practitioner or

clients with long-standing

Coach

problems
✅ Create consistent

❌ Suffering from burnout &

breakthrough results for

lack of self care

your clients fast, and
gently

❌ Worried about retraumatisation of your clients

✅ Invest in a skill that you
can work online from

❌ Feeling limited in being

anywhere in the world.

able to find the root case of
your clients issues

✅ Create the business and
life of your dreams
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THE MISSING PIECE OF
THE TRAUMA PUZZLE
HOLISTIC APPROACH = SYSTEMIC + INDIVIDUAL
► Trauma can be stored from any
unprocessed disappointments,
shocks, & experiences we have in
life.
► Trauma may be considered on a
sliding scale from relatively small to
overwhelming, and manifests in all
kinds of symptoms. For this reason
the treatment and recovery rate
needs to be personalised to each
person’s experience and symptom.
► Trauma lies in the unconscious
mind, and in the body. It needs to
worked with at this level.

what's required in an effective trauma recovery approach?
✅ A method that can access
trauma memories safely, without
ANY re-traumatisation to the
client
✅ A method that addresses
your clients holistically.
Resolving trauma Individually
AND Systemically for deep
transformations
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✅ A method that resolves the
trauma fast, allowing your
clients to move on in their lives
in a new way of being
✅ A method that works with
complex, long-standing difficult
to shift issues & relationships, as
well as rewiring the brain for
success, abundance, love &
more
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HOLISTIC APPROACH = SYSTEMIC + INDIVIDUAL

Individual
trauma

effective &
complete
trauma
recovery

systemic
trauma

Trauma has 2 Sources
► Individual Trauma: This is created
in a person's life in response to your
circumstances. Until resolved, this
trauma remains unprocessed, and
becomes the basis of 'trigger
reactions, emotions & behaviours'.

► Systemic Trauma: This is trauma
that is passed down through your
family blueprint as proven by
epigenetics. Unprocessed trauma is
passed trans-generationally, you are
affected by the previous 7
generations of your ancestors.

This is the reason why many conventional Trauma approaches have not
been successful, because they did not have a way of accessing and
resolving the deep generational blueprint that we are born into, so only
focused on the individual...leading to the false belief that Trauma cannot be
Recovered from, and that the best you can do is manage symptoms with
pharmaceuticals and 'talk therapies'.
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THE 6 STEP
PATHWAY
... for effective, fast recovery from

Step 1

Identify the
traumatic
memory quickly
and accurately

Step 2

Use EMI™
interview
technique to gain
info without retraumatisation.

Step 3

Use neural
pathways in the
limbic system to
rewire
connections

Step 4

Release the 'fight
and flight'
arrested
responses.
neutralise all
charges & triggers

Step 5

Guide your client
to resolution, and
self - healing

Step 6

Facilitate your
client to reclaim
their power and
connection to life

trauma, debilitating emotions &
behaviours.
Using Family Constellations to
resolve Trans-generational
disturbances, and EMI™ to resolve
Individual disturbances. the clients
trauma is addressed holistically in
context of their most important
relationships & family blueprint.
✅ Skills to resolve trauma without retraumatisation or abreactions, or your clients
needing to re-tell their story
✅ Increase income with more referrals
✅ Have a more fulfilling practice, avoiding
burnout.
✅ Have clearly defined, client centred
adaptable models to work with your clients
✅ Become a highly effective Trauma specialist
in only 6 months of training time.
✅ Step by step processes
✅ Learn online ... Work online, have more
freedom and flexibility
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YOU ARE INVITED
It is our vision to change the way that trauma is treated in our communities.
We are on a mission to certify Practitioners & Coaches, so that together we
can create positive change in people's lives

We hope you have enjoyed this
guide, and have learned more about
advanced trauma recovery.
If you feel called to serve your clients
at the highest level, with maximum
effectiveness, & confidence in
working with your clients, you may
want to experience one of our online
workshops, or private sessions to
experience this work for yourself.
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Student Testimonials
I can’t express my gratitude for the
knowledge and skills I have gained.
My former therapeutic training was
fine to bring me into the field but
Rapid Core Healing training has
given me so much to deal with such
a wide range of issues. It has
transformed me and the way I work
and is such a gift for my clients.
Highly recommended.

This training has given me a succinct
way of working with my clients in
gaining the best results for them.
The combination of Family
Constellations and Emotional Mind
Integration is a powerful modality
which quickly gets to the core issue
so the individual can gain more
peace and clarity in their life.
David Therapist

Annabel, Therapist

“This training has been a journey for
me in taking the Family
Constellations and the Emotional
Mind Integration as well as the
Rapid Core Healing helped a great
deal in my self-transformation, to
become a change agent for a
positive society.”
~ Raj
Leadership Coach
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“Powerful new modern modalities.
Bringing many modalities into this
time in history at a time where we
know that neural pathways can be
changed where people participate in
self healing. The course was
fantastic, clear, easy to follow.
Changing neural pathways by
releasing trapped emotions from
the body. Very experiential.”
~ Rosco
Psychotherapist
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WHAT'S DIFFERENT
ABOUT THE SYSTEMIC
SKILL-SET TRAINING?
✅ It's a completely holistic therapy, recognising that as humans we are affected
by major relationships, our family blueprint, as well as the circumstances and
experiences of our life.
✅ Our Training is all online, giving you freedom and flexibility.
✅ The Training program is split into 3 Professional Certifications:
1: Individual - EMI™ (Emotional Mind Integration™) methods is utilised to resolve
trauma that originates in your clients lifetime. 9 weeks online, including 5 Day LIVE
Workshop. Fully accredited training with IICT.
2: Systemic - Family Constellations methods are used to resolve transgenerational trauma. 12 weeks online, including 5 Day LIVE Workshop. Fully
accredited training with IICT.
3. Holistic - RCS™ (Rapid Core SHIFT™) methods are utilised to resolve trauma
originating from either individual or systemic trauma in 1 fluid approach. 6 weeks
online, including 5 Day LIVE workshop. Fully accredited training with IICT.
✅ Monthly LIVE calls + email support + 5 Day LIVE Experiential components of all
our trainings. We see many students that are unable to embody the trainings they
do...it is our intention that all of our students are confident with the skill-set we
teach to commence working as Advanced Trauma Specialists on completion of the
Training.
✅ Fully accredited training. You are able to purchase indemnity insurance on
completion of each certificate and begin working.

Book an Information Call
To find out more...
THE SYSTEMIC
SKILL-SET
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